Alternate Hotels List – Phoenix

The following hotels are located within 0.4 miles or less from the official conference hotel. SBM does not have room blocks or discounts at these properties.

**AC Downtown** 4.1 Star Hotel

April Availability

- April 26th-29th – avg $288-306/night
- April 25th-29th – avg $288-306/night
- April 24th-29th – avg $270-280/night

*Distance from Conference: 0.1 mile (across the street)*

**Spring Hills** 3 Star Hotel

April Availability

- April 26th-29th – avg $205-215/night
- April 25th-29th – avg $200-212/night
- April 24th-29th – avg $190-204/night

*Distance from Conference: 0.4 miles*

**Renaissance** 4 Star Hotel

April Availability

- April 26th-29th – avg $318-330/night
- April 25th-29th – avg $318-330/night
- April 24th-29th – avg $310-318/night

*Distance from Conference: 0.3 miles*

**Hyatt Regency** 4 Star Hotel

April Availability

- April 26th-29th – avg $350-380/night
- April 25th-29th – avg $313-338/night
April 24$^{th}$-29$^{th}$ – avg $275-300/night

*Distance from Conference: 0.2 miles*

**Hampton Inn and Suites** 3 Star Hotel - *Limited Availability*

April Availability

April 26$^{th}$-29$^{th}$ – avg $289/night
April 25$^{th}$-29$^{th}$ – avg $268/night
April 24$^{th}$-29$^{th}$ – avg $248/night

*Distance from Conference: 0.2 miles*

**Hotel San Carlos** 3 Star Hotel

April Availability

April 26$^{th}$-29$^{th}$ – avg $284-360/night
April 25$^{th}$-29$^{th}$ – avg $284-360/night
April 24$^{th}$-29$^{th}$ – avg $284-360/night

*Distance from Conference: 0.3 miles*

**Hilton Garden Inn** 3 Star Hotel

April Availability

April 26$^{th}$-29$^{th}$ – avg $330/night
April 25$^{th}$-29$^{th}$ – avg $360/night
April 24$^{th}$-29$^{th}$ – avg $354/night

*Distance from Conference: 0.3 miles*